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Coed Dining Heads
Assembly's Agenda
Temporary Halt
In Dining Plans
Due To Expense

By John Barlow
Coed dining and activities in men's dorms will head the agenda,
at the men's assembly tomorrow night at 6:45 in the chapel, it
was decided at last Wednesday's meeting of Stu-C. Intramurals
and mayoralty nTc other topics. "
—
dorm
to
keep
group
spirit
from
one
Richard Melville reported on a
meeting of the committee investi- year to the next.

Lack of waitresses and waiters
reception
rooms,
plus additional expense has tem- gating men's
porarily halted the coed dininir which had been held at Dr.
Wright's home. He pointed out
plans.
since it would cost a great deal
According to the plan adopted
to furnish such rooms, the adminisby the Stu-C, the administration's
tration would have to be assured
offer of periodic coed dining will
that the need was genuine. He sugnot be accepted if it cannot be
gested that students make full use
served family style.
of the Mitchell House rooms, with
While in favor of coed dining,
open houses for faculty members
Mr. Ramsey feels this family style
and other gatherings.
dining would entail over $300 in
A proctor's committee was formadditional expenses to overcome
ed,
incorporating
the reception
the lack of help.
room
committee,
with
Melville as
All meals are served cafeteria
style in the Men's Commons while chairman. He is in favor of having
one meal each day is family style a junior and senior proctor in each

in Rand Hall, employing thirtyfive waitresses. This supply is no",
adequate for family style in both
dining halls.
Sy Coopersmith reports the StuThe Women's Student GovernC will discuss coed dining again at
its next meeting. Stu-G voted to ment Board has expressed its reaccept coed dining on any basis, so gret at Stu-C's stand on coed (linthe entire decision rests in the
ing.
hands of the Men's Student CounThe issue was one of the chief
cil.
topics
of discussion at last WedI'hotos by Conkliu
nesday's
meeting. The board is
ABOVE: curious coeds gaze at skirted Frosh men Haw Day.
still
strong
in its belief that tlvBELOW: three Frosh give out Bobcat growls.
govcrnments
should accept tin
l-reshman women have only one four coed dining Sundays offered
more week of bibs and bows, light
to them this semester," regardless
cuts, and non-coeducation. Debili
of the style in which the meals will
bing takes place Tuesday evening.
Oct. 28, in the Women's Locker he served.
Suggestions of dancing at Chase
By Jack Leonard
for the path from Hathorn to Building.
Sue Ordway and Sylvia Moore Hall every Wednesday night from
Bates "bobcats" appeared in all Chase Hall was designated as
are co-directors of debibbing night 8 to 10 p. m. and a club for Bates
their ferocity Monday morning, as Broad Way. No frosh was permitThey report that there is great nurses met with the unanimous apted
to
use
this
path
unless
accomthe freshman men took their tradivariety and enthusiasm in planning proval of the board. At the mopanied by a Bates woman.
tional part in haze day activities.
(Continued on page two)
ment these are proposals only.
The girls were quick to produce
Shouts of the magical word
from upperclassmen sent the frosh the cameras when they got a look
down on all fours, growling in typ- at the hairy legs. Many cries of disical bobcat fashion. Clad (in most may were heard, however, when
cases) in tight fitting skirts and ath- skirls which were lent were acletic shirts bearing the impression tually observed on the borrowers.
of the animal represented, they preOne upperclassman was heard to
sented a rather confusing spectacle observe that in many cases the
By Margaret Brown
to the untrained eye.
skirts tilted the frosh men better
New light will he thrown on the current political campaign on
Accurate identification was made than they did the girls. Another
possible, however, by beanie type mentioned the fact that here wer.' Wednesday, October 29, when Alan Hakes and Murray Bolduc
meet a Bowdoin debate team. The debate, which will be held in
halos. on which could be seen the some "real" legs.
the chapel at eight o'clock will he on the proposition: Resolved,
figure '56. These extended from one
Rowe Mystified
That
Eisenhower should be elected president. Bates will take the
to two feet above the head, and
At chapel, Dean Howe seemed affirmative and Bowdoin the negative.
along with a copy of the "blue
The debate speeches have been cut'
hook" in prominent display, made somewhat mystified, as indeed did
several
students
who,
not
yet
fully
short
to allow time for a discussion intercollegiate debate participation bequestions unnecessary.
awake, were quite startled at the period with questions from the floor hind them. This year they have alNo Bare Feet, After All
"tilings" walking up the aisle. When directed at the speakers. They will at- ready appeared before two local orThe final item of apparel was recovery was made, though, the end tempt to clarify the basic issues of ganizations in debates on this topic.
footwear, and this consisted of a effect was enjoyment, naturally at the campaign and separate the imporBolduc ran for the State House of
sneaker on one foot, a rubber on the expense of the frosh.
tant aspects from the smudge of accu- Representatives last year and made
the other. The original rules were
Supper in the Commons was the sations and counter accusations which the best showing of any Republican
changed in this respect out of con- last 'meal for the freshmen under cloud the political scene.
candidate in this area. He has partisideration for the weather which freshman rules. At 6:30 p. m. the Experienced Entrants
patcd in forums on campus and at the
v
was, in fact, rather chilly.
uniforms were doffed, and the men
Both Hakes and Bolduc are sen- Boston Public Library.
It was a day for the coed also.
(Continued on page two)
iors with a long record of successful
Hakes took part in a discussion at

Reveal Conflict
On Dining Plan

Freshmen Lose Bibs,
'Man-Chasing' Legal

Shod Frosh Air Hidden
Charms, But Keep Halos

Thomas Kugenian. chairman of
the Chase Hall committee, -aid
that his group is investigating the
possibility of having dances on
other nights than Saturday. A
council member suggested buying
some records of more recent vintage lor the dance hall.
Haze day rules
I unanimously.

were

accepted

Sy Coopersmith said the main
item blocking coed dining is that
the administration is not sure the
men really want it. This is the main
obstacle to be overcome before a
better plan can be worked out.

Stu-C Leads Rally As
Bobcats Board Bus
The Student Council Rally Committee has planned a send-off for
the Bobcat football squad as it
boards the bus taking them to
Orono this Friday at 12:45 p. m.
outside of the Men's Commons.
The band
large mass
expected to
team on its

will be on hand and a
of the student body is
congregate to send the
way.

This rally unlfke those
was not planned by one of
classes but was arranged
Rally Committee of the
Council.

earlier,
the four
by the
Student

NOTICE
Students having any ideas or
suggestions for the Chase Hall
dances or the records played at
them should contact Ellen DeSantis some rime this week.

Bates, Bowdoin Debate Election
In First Big On-Campus Fray
West Point last year and is co-chairman of Political Emphasis Week for
the CA. He also writes the political
affairs column for the STUDENT.
Main On-Campus Debate
This debate will take the place of
the International Debates which have
been held on campus in previous
years. Bob Rubinstein is to be'chairman and Russ Young is acting as
manager.
All Bates students and faculty are
invited to come to this debate and
bring their political opinions with
them.
On Thursday. Oct. 30, Eugene Gilmartin and Robert Rubinstein will
(Continued on page three)
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Discipline Necessary To Combat
Spiritual Wasteland--VanEtten
By Mary K. Rudolph
Despite
disagreeable
weather
Sunday afternoon, approximately
100 Kates students attended the
CA. Vesper Program held in the
Chapel.
The
sermon.
entitled
"Even in the State of Maine There
is a Desert", was delivered by
Rev. Edward Van Rtten. Dean of
St. Paul's Cathedral in Boston.

String Quartet

The STUDENT discussion
with Vincent Belleau, city editor of the Lewiston Evening
Journal, has been postponed
from tomorrow evening unt!l
next Thursday. Oct.' 30. The
switch of the scheduled date
was made necessary when a
Men's Assembly was placed on
the calendar for the same date
and time.

WVBC Features
Monthly Shows
As Innovation

Blood Campaign
Found Anemic
Bates fell between thirty and
forty pints short of its quota for
the blood drive. One hundred
ninety-five pints were collected,
but Bates accounted only for between 160 and 170 of these.
Two
hundred
twenty-five
pledges were signed by Bates
people.
according
to
Richard
Weber, drive chairman. Of these,
132 were men, 75 were women,
and 18 were members of the
faculty. The goal for pledges had
been set at 300.
Weber expressed his disappointment that the school failed to
make a better showing. The'vgirls
especially should have been able
to turn in more pledges, he said.
The committee hopes for a much
better record at the next appeal,
which will be in the spring.

The Reverend Van Etten began
his sermon by pointing out the existence of the Desert of Maine in
WVBC has inaugurated a new
the midst of Maine's many waters,
series of monthly shows. The
and then went on to make the
third week of every month will feaparable of this physical desert and
ture a different half-hour show at
our own spiritual wastelands of
1(1 each night.
life. The Desert of Maine came
Tonight, the Bates Bobcats will
about through the cutting down of
-wing
into rhythmic action. Thurs
a pine wind-break on the Tuttlo
day night, Janet Collier presents
farm some 60 years ago, thus bar"Time for Talent," On Friday,
ing the soil to erosion and bringDonald C.ochberg directs "Curtain
ing about the growth of this arid
Time."
patch of sand. In like manner, the
The Bobcats have been steadily
speaker pointed out, our own
Photo by Conkliu
wastelands grow when we break ALL-FEMALE Kncisel Quartet performing in the Chapel before expanding their
repertoire this
our good habits — our wind-break. an appreciative audience Thursday night. Miss Kneisel is at left. year. The instrumentalists are PeWhile the younger set plays
ter Knapp, piano, Eugene Gilmar- "trick or treat", Bates women will
Terrifying Factor
tin, drums, Harold Hunter, bass. be treated to a Halloween CarniThe Dean went on to say that
I<ou Chaplowe, trombone, and Paul val sponsored by WAA. The party,
the terrifying factor of a desert
Satz, saxophone.
under the chairmanship of Ann
is its continuous growth. As a reThe versatile quintet plays dance Chick, will be held October 30 in
sult of these spiritual situations,
music, jazz, and they are now- the Rand gym.
all great religions are concerned
starting to feature Latin American
Announcement
of
the
complete
There
are
five
assistants
in
the
This year the hall of horrors or
with a "rule of life" that will deal
music. Throughout the year there ghost walk has been eliminated
with these waste places, and all list of student assistants in the English Department: Mildred G.
Browne.
Patricia
A.
Francis, will be guest starts and novelty from the program. Featured inreligions have agreed that disci- various departments for the Fall
Dwight
W.
Harvie.
Constance
A. numbers.
Semester
was
made
this
week
by
stead is a fcrtune teller for those
pline — prayer, alms-giving, and
Manion, Fort P. Manno. Artemis
Tomorrow night, Janet Collier interested in what the future holds
fasting — is the greatest combat- Dean Rowe.
There arc 68 students assisting Spanos and Ruth D. Burger are will present Chug Smith as cellist for them, an artist to sketch parant. "The tragedy," the Dea i
this
semester. The science depart- the students assisting in French and Charles Calcagni as clarinet ticipants in the fun, and speed
pointed out, "is that we are not
and Spanish.
ist on "Time for Talent." Jane! race- between a couple of novel
sure that our bodies will follow ments use the most, because many
Mr. Louglieed has three senior will sing several numbers. She performers. Halloween games, with
are
needed
for
work
in
the
lain
our resolutions." We are not
average and two junior assistants. The will feature various campus musi- prizes awarded to lucky winners,
trained enough. He concluded by The arts departments
seniors are Robert G. Abbott, cal celebrities throughout the year. till out the program.
about
four
assistants
each.
showing the necessity of encourLeonard R. Chase and Kenneth A
Friday night, Donald Gochberg
The events will begin as soon
aging and cultivating good habitAssisting in the astronomy deWeiler.
The
juniors
are
M. will present "Riders to the Sea" by
in order to destroy these waste- partment is Leverett W. Campas the first meal is over. Thus it
Dolores Dombek and Richard M. Synge on "Curtain Time." This
will be convenient for those who
lands that consume all good.
bell. The biology assistants are
Liebe.
one-act play is one of the campus eat first to go directly from the
The student body was invited to Allison I... Burnett, Gilbert R.
station's first attempts at serious dining hall to the gym. As they
Raymond
D.
Mutter, One Each
attend
an
informal
discussion Crimes,
The
German,
History,
and drama.
are using the last of the tickets
with the Dean in the Women's Clyde A. Swift. Darien S. Terrilc,
Men's Hygiene Departments each
Gochberg's future plans include each is given, those who eat secUnion from 7 p. m. until 9. The Jr., Jane B. Tobey.
have one assistant. They are Jo- such ambitious proposals as a ond meal will be coming in.
factor of discipline applying to the Sixteen for Chem
anne Kennedy, George W. Bry- dramatization of Archibald Mac"frosh rules" brought out the
Sixteen students are assisting in ant and Gary F. Burke respectiveleish's "Fall of the City" and proDean- opinion that the women
the chemistry department alone. ly. Aiding in the Mathematics Deduction of an original radio drama.
would probably have fewer cases
They arc Michael F. Bautnann, partment are Alan C. Goddard and
The third week of the month also
with their "Honor System" than
The men's smoker, sponsored in
Steven A. Bradeen, Jr., Nancy R. William T. Hale.
features Cecily Spellman doing a
the men with their "Dastardly
Braverman, Robert M. Diehl, Jr,
Patricia
A.
Scheuerman and program of eld ballads on Monday Chase Hall by the Stu-C Monday
Dozen"
discipline.
The group
evening, was the climax of nearly
Marcel A. Ginchereau. Clark A. Frank O. Stred, Jr., both talented
at 1(1 p. m. Walter Stover and Dadiscussed the afternoon sermon in
Griffith,
William
E.
Hodgkin, musicians, are assisting Mr. Smith vid Howie will give out with their four weeks of initiation for frosh
more detail, breaking up at about
Glenn \Y. Lindberg, Carole L. in the Music Department.
men. It marked the end of all
usual brand of wit and music on
<> p. m. after refreshments of coffreshmen rules for another year.
Lindblow, Helen A. Lindenmeier,
The Philosophy and Religion
Tuesday.
fee, tea, and cookies were served.
Ann M. Littlefield, Janet V. Lock- assistants are John W. Aines, EdEntertainment was under the diwood, Sylvia D. Moore, Philip G. ward MaleTakis and Meredith B.
rection of Paul Satz who had orRussell. Theeodore W. Thoburn, Handspicker. The Physical Educaganized a dixieland combo which
Dorothy A. Wikoflf.
tion Assistant for Women is a
played a medley of tunes, and
(Continued from page one)
Sylvia Bernard and Alan D. nursing student in her final year,
hillbilly
music
featuring
skits for the entertainment. The some
Hakes are assisting Dr. Donovan Jean G. Deming.
freshmen in each dorm present a freshman Henry Bauer on the
in the citizenship laboratory. Two Physics Labrats
skit which may be a parody," drama violin.
Season tickets are now on sale
other seniors are acting as CulturHelping wayward physics stuRefreshments,
which
included
or a musical number.
for the Robinson Players. This is
al Heritage assistants. They are dents are Richard H. Boutelle,
cake,
soda,
and
ice
cream,
were
More cannot be revealed at this
the last day to reserve seats at the
Galvin G. Gall and Marlene A. Donald G. Giddings, John W.
served during the entertainment,
time,
because
the
ideas
are
to
be
reduced student rate of $2.50.
Leonard, Warren M. Macek and
Ulmer.
kept secret until the debibbing and the appropriate free cigarettes
The schedule for this year inRobert F. Stetson.
were given out by the fistfuls.
Seniors
Dominate
Arts
ceremony.
cludes "The Barretts of Wimpole
The Secretarial assistants are
The
assistants
in
the
economics
Street", "Dulcy", and "The MerJoan C. Staib and Barbara E.
NOW
chant of Venice". Those who wish department are also seniors: James
Wallace, while those students asPLAYING
the best seats should see their L. Moody. Jr., and Henry H.
sisting in Speech are Carolyn J.
dormitory representative immedi- Schnctzer, Jr. Doubling as assistDay, Joan M. Fretheim, Jean M.
ants
in
both
Education
and
ately.
LeMire, K. Anne Sabo, Frank O.
Psychology arc Seymour E. CoopWed. and Thurs. - Oct. 22, 23
Stred, Uarda H. Ulpts and Diane
erstnith, Kenneth Z. Liatsos and
E. West.
"RANCHO NOTORIOUS"
Marion 1.. Winter.
Marlene Dietrich
(Continued from page one)
"CAPTAIN PIRATE"
were now full-fledged members of
Louis Hayward, Patricia Medina
Wed. thru. Mon. - Oct. 22-27
the student body. Most felt that it Wed.-Thurs.
Oct. 22-23
Fri. and Sat. - Oct. 24, 25
had been worth it, and all antici- LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE
GARY COOPER
"CRIPPLE CREEK"
"NEW MEXICO"
pated the men's smoker which folGeorge Montgomery
lowed.
Fri.-Sat.
Oct. 24-25
ALL NEXT WEEK
"LES MISERABLES"
"CRY DANGER"
— Mario Lanza —
Events for the day were under
also
Debra Paget, Michelle Rennie
•ROCK ISLAND TRAIL"
"THE JUNGLE"
the sponsorship and care of the
Rod Cameron
Mary Windsor Sun., Mon., Tues. - Oct. 26, 27, 28
Student Council. Responsible spe- Sun. only
Oct. 26
"WHAT PRICE GLORY"
"WESTWARD
THE
WOMEN"
Tues., Wed., Thurs. - Oct. 28-30
cifically were Lucian Brown and
James
Cagney
Dan Dailey
COLOR
"FABULOUS SENORITA"
Alan Goddard who made up the
"MISSING DAUGHTERS"
Corinne Calvet
rules, later unanimously approved Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thur«. Oct 27-30
and
Plus Co-Feature
"UNDER AGE"
by the Council.
"SHUBERT SERENADE"

Coed Witches Mount
Brooms For Flight To
Rand Horror Party

Dean Rowe Announces
New Student Assistants

Smoker Is Fini

Debibbing

Last Chance To
Save On Tickets

STRAND
THEATRE

EMPIRE

Haze Day

Community Theatre

Ritz Theatre

"HIGH'"NOON"

SONor
Paleface
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Small Business PA Aims: Revise Laird Receives
Session Tonight Constitution . . . Business Post
William Laird*s appointment as
Of special interest to govern- End 'Secrecy'
National
Advertising Manager of
ment and economics majors is th-.Revision of its constitution, and
acquainting
the
entire
student
body with its functions are the
two main objectives of the Pub
lishing Association for this coming
year, according to
Patricia
Norman L. Aronson and Walter Schcuerman, president.
The constitution is going to be
P. Whittier will discuss "Credit
Management for the Small Busi-1 revised in the hope of accomnessman". Aronson is assistant plishing the following major aims:
controller at Kilcnc's in Boston. first, the P.A. hopes to improve
Whittier is treasurer of Hannaforl the method of nomination so that
Brothers Co., Portland food whole- it will he similar to the system
used by the Outing Club. In this
salers.
way, interested students would
Yesterday evening, Charles H.
apply for the various positions,
Jones, Jr., president of the Comand the board could draw up its
monwealth Shoe and Leather Co.,
(Continued on page eight)
spoke on the topic "Growing
Pains in the Organization of a
Small Business". President Thomas
Dclchanty of the Lewiston ChamWednesday
ber of Commerce presided at this
Chest X-rays, Cage
session.
Following • the
main
Students
for
Stevenson,
14
speech, Prof. Holdren of the ecoHathorn, 8 p. m.
nomics department was moderaVespers, chapel, 9:15-9:45 p.m.
tor of a discussion group.
Thursday
The
conferences,
which will
Stu-C men's assembly, Chapel,
continue through
October, are
6:45 p. m.
held each Tuesday and Thursday
Small
Business
Conference,
evening.
They
are
sponsored
Chase Hall, 7:30 p.m.
jointly by Bates and the Cham- Friday
bers of Commerce of Lewiston
Sophomore
Class
Meeting,
and Auburn.
Chapel, 9 a. m.
Maine rally, outside Commons,
12:45 p.m..
Saturday
No classes, Maine game
Friday
Tuesday
Political program
Debibbing,
Women's
Locker
Monday
Building, 7:30 p. m.
Musical program
Small
Business
Conference,
Wednesday
Chase Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Theodore Clapp, asst. min- Wednesday
Debate, Bates vs. Bowdoin, Litister,
Old
South
Church,
tle Theater, 8 p. m.
Boston
fourth of a series of six Small
Business Conferences to be held
in Chase Hall tomorrow at 7:30.
Tickets may be secured from
chairman George Gamble at the
Alumni Office.

Calendar

Chapel Schedule

o o

the STUDENT has been announced by business manager John
Ebert.
A member of the advertising
staff last year, Laird's new task
will consist largely of contact work
with the National Advertising Service This organization is the connecting link for companies wishing
to have material in college newspapers,
At the Holderness School in
Plymouth, N. H., Laird was advertising manager of his senior
yearbook. His major is economics,
and his interest is in the paper industry.
Last winter Laird did part time
work for the Twin Cities Printing
Co. of Lewiston, and later in the
year handled publicity for the
Willsey mayoralty campaign.
His other duties include the keeping of accounts of local advertisers
for the STUDENT. In this he is
assisted by Richard Hayes.

Student Cooperation
Appreciated - Lindholm
The STUDENT was unable to
print the following note of appreciation from Mr. Lindholm last
week:
"I would like to use your
columns to express my appreciation to all those students and faculty who cooperated so willingly
and effectively Monday, October
6, when pictures were being taken
on the campus.
"Prints will be sent to us in a
couple of weeks and those who
participated and who would like
to see them may do so by coming
to my office."

THREE

CA Projects Presented
At First General Meeting
A general assembly and individ- the chapel John MacDiiffie, CA
ual commission meetings high- president, opened the
program
lighted the first mass Christian with a welcoming address.
Association gathering last night in
Explanations
concerning
the
two major events of the year for
the CA wire given by the commission
heads
Alan
Hakes
and
Sylvii
Bernard are
supervising
one of these events, Political Em
phat»i« Week, scheduled for FebJohn Maloney of LewistOD, can ruary, while Meredith Handspickdidate for Congress in 1950. will er and Diane West are directing
address the first "Students for tin other, the World University
Stevenson" open meeting tonight Fund A drive will be held in April
in 14 Hathorn at eight o'clock for the latter, which was previ
Maloney, life-long Maim Dem- ously known as the World Student
Service Pund.
ocrat, will speak on the issue- and
MacDufFie introduced each of
personalities of the present campaign His experience in national the other commission heads and
and state politics and government spok< on the commission funcgives him "'excellent" background tions so that Students could decide
to discuss the present campaign, which one would best suit tliei'
according to president Stelian Du- particular abilities. The students,
uniler the supervision of these
kakis.
various commission heads, then
One more meeting is planned
separated into individual group*
for the "Students for Stevenson" and adjourned to Libbey Forum
group next Tuesday evening, at for meetings.
which time Thomas - Delehanty,
The following are the commisdelegate to the Democratic Nasion heads: lone Birks. communitional Convention and former mity service; Dawn Colburn, campus
nority leader in the Maine House
service; Esther Ham, social; Wilof Representatives, will report on
liam Hobbs, deputations; Anne
the convention and what he conLaRoCque, publicity; Luther Dursiders
necessary
for
Governor
gin, faith; and Richard Weber,
Stevenson's election.
political affairs.
At last Wednesda\ 's cabinet
meeting of the CA, held at the
home of Dr. John Widis, it was
(Continued from page one)
voted to accept a revision in the
appear at Bowdoin in a similar de- constitution pertaining to the purbate. They will uphold the negative pose of the association A commitside of the proposition. Since they will tee of Alan Hakes, Roscoe Fales
be here for the campus debate there and Lee Smart was appointed to
should be some interesting ques- clarify the wording of the constitions from the floor.
tution.

Maloney, Democratic
Leader, Addresses
Stevenson Boosters

Debating

oIBat only-Time will Tell
if///////,

'f( THE MAN SAID IN 48 HOUR'
V THERE WOULDN'T BE A

LOOK AT THOSE CLAWS! A
W'/y^A
VERITABLE TIGER...OFTHE //
FEUS GO-GETTEM TYPE.'
|(m!II

GO GET EMTIGE!
I KNOW you CAN DO IT!

TkCAMEB
ftr 30 day?
fa Mildness and Flavor
CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why,
test them as your steady smoke.
Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they are
— pack after pack! See how mild
CAMELS are — week after week!

4

CAMEL leads all other brands
by billions of cigarettes per year!
. J. Remoldi Totwcco Co., Wlniton-Bihra. K. C.

^5"
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Editorials

Letter To Editor

To the Editor:
An Open Letter to Dee West:
Dear Miss West and Cohorts:
Recovering from mixed
A STUDENT columnist last week raised a distinction between
feelings
of
revulsion and
what was called "coed" and "co-ordinate." Hmm.
nausea, after reading your letBefore campus politics becomes too clouded with fine definitions,
ter concerning coed dining, we
it may be a good idea to clarify the nature of the fire from which
felt compelled to retaliate.
the smoke arises. Here goes.
First of all we wish to clarify a
Bates not coed? This thought must be rather perplexing to
few
points. In recent years women
men who entered Bates under the distinct impression there would
be women around — who did find them in their classes, who did in general have been bellyachfind them in their extra-curricular organizations, who do talk to ing about equal rights. The cothem in the Den. who do watch them swing across campus, who do ed is no exception. Good God, Woman! You are so far ahead of us
occasionally take them out.
So let's not make the error of overstating the immensity of the now it's a shame. If we want to
problem. It has been popular opinion for a long time now that influence a professor, the most we
this college is coed, so there must be something to it. The dif- can do is invite him down to the
ference is not whether Bates is coed as such, but whether it is coed pool room for a game of billards.
We can't sit on the edge of his
'enough.'
desk after class and casually crossThe Other Side
ing our legs, lean over and say,
The views of the whole-hog coeducationalists have been heard
a-plenty, especially during the coed dining issue. So how about "Oh, Professor, you-all really
don't think that little old me dethe other side?
The administration obviously feels that Bates is coed 'enough.' served that D, now do you-all?"
It points out that there are many gradations of coed colleges. We can, of course, but . . . .
Some are coed whole-hog. Others limit coeducation in various de AFTER ALL!
In these past years, especialgrees. Bates is somewhere along this gradation, at neither exly
since World War II. wotreme.
.
men have received men's
Bates' policy is not to copy other colleges, says the administrawages, dug ditches, cleaned
tion, but to retain a uniqueness which it believes every institution
sewers (Oh yes I New York
.should have. Bates happens to believe that there is high value in a
college which offers students a chance to limit their social life to j City '48. Check Time Mag.),
and in other ways invaded
one side of the campus if they choose, such as in dining halls.
man's dominion. Or to quote
Just as heavily stressed is the belief that a separate women's
our idol Bob Ruark, '"If a
student governing system gives women a chance to develop themwoman wears pants, she ain't
selves in responsible positions. The administration claims that in
got no right to ask a man to
actual practice, women carry little of the burden in colleges with
give up his seat on the subcombined student governments.
So Bates is for all intents and purposes a coed college, while | way."
What do you think accords for
retaining some possibility of separate social life between the distaff
the high degree of ulcers in the
and male sides of campus.
male population? Why, because
The Real Issue
Mr. Average John Doe, sitting
The issue, then, is not merely coed dining or men's reception'
down to the breakfast table, is
rooms, but a question of the validity of the college's basic policy.
confronted with something that
The tenor of campus opinion, when expressed about such issues as
might have flown out of the Carlscoed dining, indicates that a strong segment of students think that
! bad Caverns. A creature encased
the basic policy should be changed. In other words, is the unique
in a mud pack, hair curlers, a
aspect of Bates the right sort of uniqueness?
chin sling, and other gadgets that
How many students entered Bates because it offered opportunonly the mind of a woman could
ity to lead a minimum social life with the opposite sex? How many
devise for self-torture? No wonder
expected more opportunity for casual social acquaintance? Is the,
he hides behind his newspaper,
limitation of social opportunities of real value to a significant numbut the horror lingers on, and
ber of students? What is more valuable to most students, maximum
soon he is on a straight milk diet.
chance to develop social maturity, or minimum chance?
You have not been content
This college does offer most of the advantages of coeducation.
to imitate our dress, steal our
To lose sight of that fact is delusion. But there is legitimate reason
jobs, you have even attempted
to believe that Bates should change its basic policy so that its stu- j
to invade our fair game of basedents can have full opportunity to develop the advantages of coball. What with the death of
education if they wish.
the Barber Shop Quartet, you
The issue is one that extends beyond the campus. It involves j
now wish to invade our last
trustees, alumni and "friends of Bates" who have an interest in j
place of refuge — the Comwhat the aims of the college should be. If there is to be a radical |
mons.
change, it will probably have to come from the weight of their
It isn't enough that you wish to
opinion, as well as from intelligent persistence by our fellowinvade this last sanctuary, you
students today.
also wish to deprive the Fiske
social contacts may be made, or Dining Hall employees of employmust we take that responsibility ment. We ask you, do you really
To the Editor:
upon ourselves, as individuals and think that this is a proper ChrisHaving read the accounts of as groups?
tian attitude?
Stu-C and Stu-G action on the
In your letter you stated
It seems to us that in a manner
coed dining problem, and having
that, ". . . you hope to see
also listened to the opinions and which is often excessive, Bates
budding Bates manhood realprohed for the attitudes of various students approach this sort of
ly blossom into acceptance of
Wates students who have vocal- problem saying, by their attitudes.
a few socially acceptable cusized with regard to the "unnatur- "Here we are — educate us!"
toms." By this we deduce that
al"
social
situation
on our Prexy has said in more than one
you feel that the Bates male
campus, we have come to a con- of his speeches here and before all
is immature and not socially
clusion which we feel ought to sorts of outside groups that the
acceptable. If this be SO, will
receive consideration. There has main task of education lies with
you please explain why you
been something vaguely troubling the 'student himself. And we feel
chose Bates College as the
about all the hullabaloo in the last that this is the approach that
"Happy Husband
Hunting
few weeks, as there often is about should be taken by Bates students
Ground."
what we students label "prob- in all areas of the educational exIn summation, we wish to borlems". This uneasy feeling has led perience: intellectual, moral and row and corrupt the lesson taugh'.
to a new train of thought which social.
by Plato's Allegory of the Cave
Obviously, the faculty have their . . . "We ain't gonna miss, what
is the burden of this letter.
definite and indispensable parts to we ain't never known."
Whose Responsibility?
Taking Bates, and American play in this process. We need exDisgustedly yours,
small colleges in general, as it is pert instruction and guidance; we
Smokcy Stover '55
in basic essence and purpose, a need a coordinating and policyClif Wieden '55
question arises which must be making body to keep our college
logically answered before we can community from destroying its future development will depend.
proceed: to whom does ths purposes and itself through chaos. Likewise, given a framework for
responsibility for social education But in all this we also need to play the life of the campus by the
belong — to the students or to the our part in the educational drama: planning and coordination of an
faculty and administration? In the function of making the in- administration set up expressly for
other words, are we as students struction and guidance relevant to that purpose, it is our function to
justified in asking or expecting th* our own needs and interests of carry out a program of studentadministration to provide for us taking what is offered us and turn- sponsored and student-run affairs
(Continued on page five)
the situations in which beneficial ing it into the fabric on which our

Double-Take

Letter To Editor

The Ivory Tower

Senate Majority Squeeze
By Al Hakes
Whoever emerges from the Presidential struggle with the
fewest bruises and the most votes will soon find, if he hasn't already guessed, that he is not entirely master of his own administration. Every policy of the nation will in some way be affected
by the make-up of the 83d Congress.
Since the House of Representatives is normally of the same party proved a highly effective voteas the President for at least his getter, and Kennedy, despite an
first two years, we turn our atten- "Irish Brahmin" background and
tion this week to the Senate, the support of some diffident Taft
where the six-year term and stag- Republicans, has run into more
gered elections can bring havoc to trouble than he originally expected. This is a race that might well
any legislative program.
go either way, and which will bear
Easy Math Not Enough
close watching on election night
The simple mathematics of the
situation show that the Republi- Doubleheader In Connecticut
In Connecticut, both seats are
cans now trail in the Senate by
47-49. Eleven GOP Senators face hotly contested. Congressman
close fights, as do four Democrats. "Mike" Ribicoff is paired off
If the Republicans can retain all against Republican Prescott Bush
eleven seats and win two from for the unexpired portion of the
the opposition, they will gain con- term of the late Senator McMahon. Bill Benton is running
trol.
Purtell, the
The simple mathematics, how- against William
ever, give only a partial picture. choice of the Republican State
With voting across party lines as Convention. Although both races
common as it is today, neither are close, Ribicoff is generally
party, short of a landslide, is like- conceded to have a better chance
ly to be able to control the Sen- than Benton of saving one for the
Democrats.
ate completely.
Elsewhere,
the
Republicans
Perhaps the race of most interest to Bates students is the dog- seem to have their best chance to
fight in Massachusetts,
where pick up a seat in either Maryland,
has retired;
Henry Cabot Lodge is battling fo.- where O'Connor
his political life against young Michigan, where Blair Moody apJohn Kennedy, a two-term Demo- pears to be far behind the rest of
(Continued on page five)
cratic Congressman. Lodge has
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Best wishes to our all-campus
couple, Bev Bragdon and Pete
Borden. They had hardly exploded
their bombshell when Marlie UImer and Fred Douglas followed
suit. Marlie celebrated by winning
money for her silver pattern at the
races the next day.
An item from the exchange basket notes that a fraternity at an
Alabama school was closed recently. The administration discovered
that the housemother was 19 years
old.
Pris King was all excited about a
letter from her fiance Russ Woodin last week. So she ran out to

mail a letter home and mailed his carious halo and several lads aninstead before she'd even opened nounced that the only way they
it . . .
could get on their skirts was upsidedown. In general, however, a
Eight girls and two interrather quiet day, considering.
ested men have formed the
Dean Rowe apparently thought
Stein Club which meets in the
Den on Thursday afternoons.
so too. In comparing that event
Discussions are on various
with past Haze Days he was overpertinent subjects with all deheard to comment that he had
cisions unanimous, since only
been submitted a program two
president Chuck Ruben"stein"
years ago that was "positively
may vote. No new members
are allowed but guests will be
medieval." Fortunately the proreceived upon payment of regram, which would have hit this
freshment charges.
year's juniors, was vetoed.
Bruce Morrison has been the reAfter the chill weekend we
shivered in sympathetic anticipa- cipient of great honor. Recently
tion for the freshman barefoot he was elected president of the
boys with cheek. But saner heads Bardwell Public Relations Club.
prevailed and they were shod — Inquirers into the details of the
after a fashion — on Haze Day. situation are asked once again to
The wind troubled many a pre- "see Chris Nast".

'Manhattan' Shirts, Ties, Sportswear
JUDDY'S MEN'S SHOP
'ON THE SQUARE'

at 6 Lisbon St., Lewiston

'Manhattan' Shirts and Sportswear
Are Featured At

FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN

205 Main Street

Lewiston, Maine
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CA Deputations Include
Dinner And Experience
By Audrey Bardos
l
They're off again — perhaps for!
the entire weekend or just for a
Sunday. CA's deputation teams
get around within a sixty mile
radius of Bates campus. A deputation team is a nice cozy arrangement of two Bates women
and two Bates men. What hap
pens on a deputation is quite a
mystery to most of us, so let's
figuratively go along on a trip
and learn the ropes.

of them down to earth country
style. The students who make
these trips really enjoy the "get
away from it all" atmosphere afforded them on most of the deputations. They say life in the
sticks is tops (for a day or so),
and what's more they are often
invited to sit down with a family
for a solid, old-fashioned Sunday
dinner. That is motivation enough
for anyone.
When the teams arrive at the
church they will do anything the
Country Parishes
pastor wants them to, leading a
A team's destination may be any worship service, supervising a
one of the many small churches Sunday school, supplying devowithin their official area — most tional music, or even conducting a
Saturday night social when it's
possible.
The way the Bates CA establishes their visiting schedule is to
write letters to these churches
stating the purpose of deputations
and requesting the opportunity to
take part in the church program.
By visiting different churches the
teams hope to gain leadership experience, and also try to add variety to the established church program.
The CA sends students envolved in all major fields, not
simply pre-theelogy students. Mr
Miller, the CA advisor, stresses the
fact that it is often the students
not primarily interested in the ministry who make the best team
members.

yjrjf-u,
. . . but prof. . . . there's lotsa guys snore when they concentrate.

The Ivory Tower
(Continued from page four)

FOR A LONG TIME we've suspected
that today's college man would
no longer "gladly die for dear
old Siwash." Neither does he play
ukuleles and sing "Alma Mater"
at the drop of a beanie.
We believe, too, that when it
comes to sportshirts the college
man is no different from his older
brother in town. He doesn't go tor

fads and screwball styles. But he
does go for smartness, good workmanship ... and above all, value.
That is why we believe you'll like
the new selection of sportshirts by
Manhattan*. For they have all these
qualities, plus a distinctive air that
sets them above the ordinary shirt.
So ask for Manhattan ... the
college man's sportshirt.

the Democratic ticket; or Wyoming, where Senator O'Mahoney is
up against Governor Barrett in a
race between two proved votegetters. But it miust be recalled
that carrying one or more of these
seats will not be enough.
Some GOP's In Danger
Republican incumbents in serious trouble include, besides Lodge
and Purtell, Senators Jenner of
Indiana, Kcm of Missouri, Ecton
>f Montana, Malone of Nevada.
Smith of New Jersey, VVatkins of
Utah, Cain of Washington, and
McCarthy of Wisconsin. Some,
ven Republicans, might contend

that few of these gentlemen would
be much loss, but the Republicans,
to control the Senate, must hang
on to their seats.
The results of some of these
races will undoubtedly hinge on
the outcome of the Presidential
fight. But whichever way that
turns out it seems highly improbable that the Republicans will gain
full control. A Stevenson victory
would probably see a Democratic
Senate of much the same recalcitrant type that Truman has faced
recently. An
Eisenhower win
would probably leave the General
struggling along as best he could
with a Republican-Dixiecrat coalition. Neither outlook leaves much
possibility for a radical change in
U.S. policies.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Shirts, neckwear,
underwear, pajamas,
sportshirts,
beachwear and
handkerchief!

FALL JACKET
JAMBOREE
Complete Stocks of
Campus Jackets
Surcoats
Leather Jackets
at Sears' Low Prices

r

l—i-.i...,M.,,«f-, ,T»n rvi i'fivi.w.m.^iifffid6e)

Sears, Roebuck
and Co.
212 Main St., Lewiston

Steckino Hotel
and cafe
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and
American Foods

Steaks, Chops, Salads
our specialty
104 Middle St.
Lewiston
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake
Eat at Steckino's

Meet Other Schools
Deputations are sent to nearby
colleges, too — Bowdoin, Colby.
Gorhatn State Teachers, Farmington State Teachers, and Westbrook Junior College. When a ,
team goes to one of these schools
they usually meet with their CA
cabinet for discussions of various
types. The purpose and functions
of CA are talked over, plans for
conferences are made, and like
student government organizations,
they try to iron out general
campus problems where they exist.
One of the most satisfying
things that can happen to a member of team is to be asked to come
back to a church for a repeat performance the following year. CA depntations are not all work, as many
seem to think, but for those who take
part, they result in a definite sense of
satisfaction and accomplishment

Letter To Editor
(Continued on page four)
which owe their greatest value to
the fact that the initiative is with
us.
Mature Viewpoint
This does not say that we disapprove of coed dining as such,
or minimize its benefits in the
slightest. But we do emphasize
that the attitude of the student
body must be not "This is our due,
and your duty," but "We believe
that this suggestion will accomplish our mutual aims, and we ask
permission to carry it out with the
full realization that its success or
failure depends only on us, and
that we have only ourselves to
blame for its failure." It is this
sort of maturity and understanding that we ask of Bates students,
for we know that they are capable
of it.
Regardless of specific or concrete results, it is only in the development of such a mature attitude that we may consider that
Bates has given us education.
John MacDuffie
Lorraine Julian
Bob Dickinson

*7
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Experts' Rating Bobcats, Maine To Clash
Indicates Little
Experts have tried for years to
work out an infallible system like
the swami at the Northeastern rally last Friday to predict the comparative
strength
of
football
teams.
Of course it is a tremendous
task even to approximate actual
team records at the end of the
season with pre-season crystalballing. However, one such system
of comparative team ratings has
been worked out for small colleges.
These ratings are based on ;»
number system, the strong teams
receiving the higher numbers,
some even over a hundred. To
show how football prognosticators
get involved let's take a few examples from this sheet.
Maine has a comparative rating
of 85. On the other hand, Rhode
Island State has a 90. In actual
season play,
Maine downed
Rhody, 13-6. However, Connecticut
was given an 89 score, and toppled
Maine by a 13-7 count.
Bates has a rating of 45, not too
impressive compared with Maine's
85. But lest the Black Bears get
too cocky about Saturday's game
take a look at the Middlebury
game. Middlebury had a 66 rating
but lost 19-14.
All of which goes to show when
two football teams get out on the
gridiron, the rating sheets aren't
worth a Blue Book.

In State Series Contest

By Roger Schmutz
leges first met way back in 1893
Well, it's off we go into the stat',- with Bates winning 18 to 0. Since
series.
that time, the advantage in the seSaturday the Bates Bobcats trav- ries has swung from one team to
el to Orono to meet the defending the other with the boys from Orono
New York, Oct. 18 — The slock
Their defensive play was poor,
champion, University of Main; presently holding a 29 to 28 lead.
market reported late today a sharp
their running game was emasBlack Bears. Looking at the rec- Five contests have ended in ties.
drop in Amalgamanglcd Bates Bobculated, and their passing, enords of the two teams as they enSo despite the fact that Maine
cat following receipt on the ticker
tirely hypothetical. Fulback
ter series play, there appears to be certainly appears to have the more
tape of details on the freshmen and
Dick Herideen and end John Dalittle basis for comparison. The powerful squad, this is the state
varsity weekend football games in
vis were the exceptions, howBobcats have been able to win but series and especially after last
Lewiston. Gridiron stock in the coorever, and did manage to give a
one game in five tries, while Maine week's String of upsets, anything
dinate institution has fallen to a new
good account of themselves.
has been victorious in three of its can happen.
seasonal low and owners are reportfive games to date. The Black Mules Series Dark Horse
In ail fairness to Walt Slovened dumping their holdings like cold
Bear:.' only defeat occurred las:
ski's
squad
it
must
be
said
that
cakes to the first taker. Three alumni
A quick review of the records ot
week
when the University of Conare said to have already jumped from they actually have had little time
the
other Maine teams before they
necticut topped them 13-7 to end
office windows. Reports from Lewis- to get into shape, learn all the plays
enter into series play shows promMaine's
string
of
14
consecutive
ton say the situation at the moment is and adjust to, what is for most of
ise of a very interesting three weeks.
games without a defeat.
them, a new system. Many of the
unstable.
The surprise team of the state this
Maine's
Offense
Rugged
boys are out for the first time and
year
is undoubtedly the Colby
Just when it appeared that this are doing the best they can while
Led by their bruising fullback, big
Mule. At first it was feared that a
year's Garnet gridders had found
Ed
Bogdanovich
the
men
of
Hal
in the learning process. Let's stick
themselves and were ready to head with the kids and give them plenty
Westerman present quite an offen- polio epidemic might even force
into the second half of the season's
sive array. Before the Connecticut them out of the league for this seaof support, because with the schedschedule with resolution and might,
game,
they had gained over 800 son. As it was, the Mules had to
ule facing them they're sure going
the outlook suddenly reversed itself,
yards by rushing alone while roll- cancel their opening game against
to need it.
or perhaps adjusted itself, and Sating to victories over Rhode Island Amherst. Then, with only twe
DROPS FROM THE SHOWurday's expected grudge battle with
Vermont and New Hampshire in weeks of practice behind them, the
Northeastern wound up instead as a ERS — Members of the Off-CaniYankee Conference play. Besides boys from Waterville were barely
rather docile act of submission on pus intramural grid juggernaut
Bogdanovich,
Maine's offensive edged by the powerful Coast Guard
were highly indignant over the inthe part of the home forces.
backfield lines up with Steve No- Acadamy eleven, and from there
The Cats couldn't run, they correct score of the Mitchell game
vick
at quarterback, John McCann went on to successive victories over
couldn't pass (except late in the which appeared in last week's
at left half and Jack Butterfield at Norwich ana previously undefeatfourth quarter), their line was out- STUDENT. Off-Campus won, 12right half. Reserve back Ken Para- ed Trinity. This Saturday they
charged on offense and torn asunder 6. Thursday the townees, sparked
day
will also see plenty of action. meet Bowdoin at home.
The Polar Bears also started
on defense, their pass defense was by the passing of Mike Baumann,
Up front, the bulwarks of the
weak, and they even had trouble the running of Tom Morse and the
slowly, losing to Tufts and WesMaine
line
appear
to
be
right
tackle
Ieyan in their first two outings.
finding a suitable shoe size (the game expert centering of this reporter,
Cianchette and center Hodge.
being held up twice while two Cats chalked up their second straight
Since then, however, they have
When
the
two
clubs
clash
on
win by bashing JB, 6-0.
came in to be refitted).
come
on with a rush to defeat AmMaine's Alumni Field Saturday af* * *
Although the chances are
Tennis Tourney
ternoon they will be meeting for herst and Williams on the last two
Saturdays.
On hand for the N.U. game were
that neither Bates nor NorthJim Spillman, Adrien Auger and the 63rd time. The two Maine colNestore D'Angelo, ex-Cat shorteastern will be invited to play
Hank Stred moved into the semistop now at Tufts, and Dana Jones
in any post-season bowl classic
FOR THE BEST IN
finals of the men's tennis tourney last
GENDRON'S
'50, former cheerleader extraordi- week by posting victories in quarterthis year, the players might
Watch and Jewelry
naire.
find solace from the fact that
final round matches.
Lunch
Bar
*
»
*
Saturday's contest, at least in
Repairing
Spillman, who beat Andrew Dubrin,
one respect, did definitely
Good use could have been
6-3, 6-3, in second-round play, knockSpecialties
See
smack of post-seasonality. For
made of Dinny's talents Satured off Jim Thompson in three sets,
PEPPER
STEAKS
indeed it cannot be denied
day in the attempt to wake up
6-3, 2-6, 6-3, to advance to the semithat, judging from the way the
FRIED CLAMS
the seemingly indifferent Bates
finals.
ball was squirting out of playstands. Incidentally, only about
Auger has posted wins over Alan
LOBSTER ROLLS
ers' arms all afternoon, one
half the student body was on
Await, 6-0, 6-1, and Johnny HodgkinIK? USBQN St ▼ LEWISTON. Mfi
Our Food Is Still The Best
might have thought the game
hand for the game. What's that
son, 6-2, 6-2, to move into the semis,
Advertisement
We
Have
was being staged in the Grapeabout apathy?
while Stred ousted Jim Weiner, 6-0,
YOUR JEWELER
fruit BowL
* * *
6-3, and then disposed of Duke DuLewistonites were saying they
Guard Lev Campbell was knock- kakis, 2-6, 6-2, 6-4.
hadn't seen such a display of ed unconscious in the third quarter
The drawings for the semi-finals
juggling since Dick Nixon's visit. and had to be removed on a finds Stred facing Auger and SpillHOSIERY
The game seems to have
stretcher. After the game he was man playing the winner of the Al
everybody connected with the in a very foggy state and couldn't Goddard-Dick Steinberg duel. God.WARD BF^OS
STREET FLOOR
club somewhat puzzled. No feel pin pricks in his left side. A lot dard downed Willard Hills, 6-0, 6-0,
in
a
second
round
match,
while
Steinone seems able to explain why of people are now asking how Lev
DIAL 4-7371
the boys did so poorly against was ever permitted to come out for berg trounced Greg Clarke, 6-1, 6-3.
In
other
second-round
matches
Northesatern after showing to football this year anyway.
Duke Dukakis beat Don Ginand, 6-2,
much greater advantage the
* • *
6-1; Johnny Hodgkinson won over
previous two weeks against
It was well known that both
Gene Gilmartin, 7-5, 5-7, 6-0; and Jim
Middlebury and Hofstra. Perthe
school and team doctors
Thompson whipped Dick Cloutier,
haps the season might, be as
strictly
fprbade
him
to
play
af6-0,
6-1.
one reliable source has intiS WIT C H TO
ter he suffered a serious head
mated, that several members
injury last year, but when he
of the team were a little too
very foolishly insisted on doing
You've Tried the Rest,
Seamless Stockings
mindful of what the going was
so,
he
was
given
a
uniform
just
Now Try the Bestl
like at Brookline a year ago.
the same. Information please.
BY
About the only bright spots for the
Messrs, Lux and Hatch.
Courtesy
Quality Service
Garnet were Richie Raia's nifty in* * *
terception and runback of a Husky
LAST MINUTE DRIP
pass which would seem to indicate
SAM'S
Just
as the paper went to press,
that the scrappy cappy's knee is
Original Italian Sandwich
improving, the steady defensive a story broke that may, if not folplay of Charlie Pappas and Don lowed up by a suitable explanation,
268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145
Hamilton, Dave Harkins' fine prove to be the biggest black eye
for
Bates
athletics
in
perhaps
its
passing in the fourth quarter after
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
being held out most of the way, entire history. When term bills
and Ralph Vena's punching of came out on Monday, several
The New-Style Stockings
roughhouse Husky center McNa- members of the football team1
mara in the mouth during the sec- found that the reductions promise! ,
free from old style seams
ond quarter. Aside from these them, ranging from $100 to $200,
were
substantially
cut.
achievements the rest of the picture
was pretty black.
No prior indication of this move
SHEER 15 DENIER
was given any of them by Dr. Lux.
Friday's
freshman
game
One or two players have ahead/
with Bridgton was hardly more
stated that as matters stood now
encouraging.
Comments of
they were through for the season.
most upperclassmen present
* ETERNAL SEAM STRAIGHTENER
seemed to express the feeling
Watch for complete details of
that yon'd have to see this
this new development in next
Lewiston
83 Lisbon St.
year's frosh team to believe it
week's column.

BCB'OIS

WARDS

Don't Be An E. S. S.

1.50
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Bridgton Academy Sharp Off- Campus, NE Slams Bates, 20-7;
Smith South Win
In Tromping Frosh, 14-0 In
Intramurals Husky Backs Star

By Win Rice
With driving speed and finesse
the
Bridgton
Academy eleven
swept to a 14-0 victory over a
sluggish Bates host at Garcelon
Field last Friday afternoon.
The Bridgton boys set the pace
early in the first half when they
released their attack on the Bates
ends. Bridgton's clever quarterback, Bill Kelly, slashed the ends
for gains of 20 and 25 yards which
set up Oaffy's 16 yard sprint
around left end to pay dirt in the
first quarter. McKay split the uprights for a 7-0 lead.
Burgess Scoies on Interception
Burgess intercepted
a
Bates
pass and raced 40 yards for tho
second touchdown. McKay's educated toe accounted for the conversion and the half ended with
Bridgton 14 points to the good.
In the second half the ball remained in the vicinity of midfield
until ISate> attempted a kick from
the 20. Dick Herideen, the Bobkitten punter, fumbled a poor center
and the
Bridgton squad took
command inside the Bates ten.
The Frosh held for four downs to
stave off the threat.
The Bates offense never materialized although Leo Mackey hit
the ends for a few substantial gain»
and Herideen found several openings in the Bridgton line. On the
whole the Bridgton line held well
and the secondaries came up

quick to fill in the holes.

Bridgton Backfield Tricky
Bridgton's well
co-ordinated
backfield was fast and their sharp
downfield blocking was the deciding factor in their offense. They
concentrated on the ends throughout the game and made very littleyardage in the line.
Defensively, the Bobkittens were
weak in stopping end runs. However, the center of the Bates line
bulwarked by
Herideen,
Jorg.j
Barco. Bruce Brainard and Frank
Luongo, wasted no time in stopping thrusts made in their direction.
Next week the Frosh travel to
Castine to aneet the powerful
Maine Maritime Academy club
This contest should prove rougher than the Bridgton game and
Coach Slovcnski will have to have
a few tricks up his sleeve if he anticipates victory.
Jim Vaughn may l>e Slovenski's
answer to next week's attack if
he will be able to play. He suffered a shoulder injury in the Colby game and has not participated
since.

By Norm Sadovitz

By Pete Knapp
Behind the running of little Angelo Toyias and the passing of
four scheduled intramural football Ralph Barisano, Northeastern University carved out its second
games played, with Smith South football victory of the year by downing the Bobcats, 20-7, in a
Last week found only two of the

and Off-Campus victorious.. Roger sloppy game played on Garcelon Field Saturday.
Bill forfeited to Smith Middle
Toyias, a five-foot eight, 160
the
ball
while Bardwell was given a bye by pound sophomore halfback, failed Northeastern linemen,
to
score
but
set
up
two
touchbounding
down
to
the
ten
where
Mitchell.
downs with his stellar rushes the visitors recovered. Fullback
In a fast and well played game. through the Bates line. Barisano, Mike Kearney bulled to the twe
Smith South downed its unneighborly neighbor, North 20-0. Ed
McKinnon, who passed for all
three scores, started off early in
the first period with a touchdown
pass to Dave Crowley. This was
quickly followed up by a second
score in like manner with Win
Rice receiving. In the second
period, a McKinnon-Crowley combo clicked for the third and final
touchdown. Rice played a sensational defensive game to share the
laurels with "Easy Ed".
Off-Campus Downs J.B.

An aggressive Off-Campus team
defeated J.B. in a close, hardfought contest. The game was decided by a quick-opener for the
only score which put O-C out in
Frosh Face Tough Foes
front, 6-0. J.B. had several opporThese next trhee teams, Maine tunities to score, but each time a
Maritime Academy, M.C.I., and good defensive O-C team led by
Hebron will give Bates Frosh a Mike Bauman ended the threat.
Dave Higgins (51) goes for yardage around the Northeastern left
chance to tangle with top rate J.B. played well with a good comflank. DiMaria (71), Pappas (37), Wyman (41) lead interference.
competition, and they will be bination in MacAffee and Jack
lucky to hit the scoring column. Eisner.
another
sophomore,
completed on a couple of rushes, where
nine out of 19 passes for one Barisano sneaked it over on third
Bardwell can look forward to
touchdown and scored another down. Sid Watson converted and
some
good
competition
front
Tydol
Veedol
Heating Oils
Federal Tires
himself on a quarterback sneak. the Cats were down seven points
South which is unbeaten and unThe Bobcats had a splendid op- in the first period.
scored-upon, but until the final
portunity to start the game on the
Bates showed a brief spark of
game, the championship is a tossright foot but muffed the chance life after the kickoff. Harkins
up.
On Route 100 Auburn, Maine
With the home crowd still filing flipped a short pass to Don HamilFour Teams in Playoffs
in, the Garnets recovered a Husk) ton to put the ball on the enemy
BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND •
The two leagues will each have fumble on 4he Northeastern 38 38. Herb Morton raced around left
two teams in the playoffs next yard line on the first play after the end to the 23 for another first
However,
the down. Two plays later, the Huskweek. So far in intramural play, opening kickoff.
For Fine Foods — On Route 100 - Auburn, Maine
South leads League One, topping Cats were pushed back to the 42 ies pounced on a fumble on the
Middle, North and Roger Bill. In as the Garnet line seemed to be 30 and another scoring threat was
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSSES STOP
League Two, Bardwell is ahead looking for pennies rather than extinguished.
so far with Mitchell, Off-Campus carrying out their blocking as- Cats Bobble Again
signments. A poor kick went out
and J.B. trailing.
The Bobcats continued their
of bounds on the Northeastern 24 feverish ways in the next stanza.
This week sees
five games
and the break went for naught.
Captain Richie Raia pilfered a
scheduled. On
Monday, South
Husky
Threat
Foiled
Barisano pass and snaked his way
played Middle while Off-Campus
After Northeastern kicked to to the Northeastern 23. Another
met Bardwell in two important
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
CALL
games. This afternoon Mitchell midfield, a Dave Harkins pass wai bobble, this time on an errant
AND SPORT
the
Huskies the
plays J.B. to wind up the regular intercepted and run back to the lateral, gave
schedule. Postponed games will be Cats 43. The Husky threat petered leather on the 32.
18 Spruce St.
Lewiston
After an exchange of punts, the
played this Friday and next Mon- out on the 32, when the Hatchmen
Phone 3-0431
winners tallied again, driving p3
day with the playoff contests recovered a fumble.
However, the next Northeast- yards.
Kearney
and
Toyias
booked lor next Tuesday and
Off Lisbon St. at Further
ern drive went all the way. Don brought the ball to the Bates 30
Wednesday
and
the
finals
on
195 Lisbon St.
Dial 4-4587
Barrios'
attempted
punt
was and Toyias sliced off tackle for a
End of Park
Thursdays.
blocked by a whole phalanx of first down on the 19. Workhorse
Toyias, carrying on three more
consecutive
plays, drove to the
FOR THAT
"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
four. A penalty put the ball on the
EVENING SNACK
one and Kearney split left guard
and tackle for the tally. Watson
Try
again kicked the point after and
Northeastern led 14-0 at the half.
It could have been more, the way
LEWISTON - MAINE
the Bobcats
were lethargically
from
plodding around the grid.
Campus Agents
The third period was no better.
CHRIS NAST, '53
Northeastern muffed a chance to
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students
CHARLIE PAPPAS, 'S3
Sabattus Street
score when Bates fumbled for the
t7 Bardwell
third time on the 20. A field goal
(Continued on page eight)

JIMMY'S

Jimmy's Diner

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

Corsages

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

A Hamburg

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern. Cleaners

COOPER'S

;

t

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES

DRY CLEANSING

at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

SERVICE

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
Call and Delivery
Agent:
MURIEL PLAYS

\ Registered Pharmacists
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

FOR
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
AND
REGULAR MEALS
VISIT

Hayes Restaurant
40 ASH ST.
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
Dial 2-9298
Good Clean Place To Eat
Open Fri. Til 12 P.M.
Open Sat. Til

1 A.M.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-^645
54 Ash Street

&?
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WVBC Schedule
Monday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Top Vocalists
(Jim Weincr)
9:30 Chatter Program
(Dick EhrenfeW)
9:45 News Analysis
(Weber and Wyllie)
10:00 Shades of the Old West
10:30 Idiots Delight
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Tuesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Spons
(Lougfolin)
9:15 Mix It Up (Pete Hutchinson)
9:30 Double Cyn
(Eaves and Parsons)
9:45 Campus Chatter
(Jamie LeMire)
10:00 Jazz
(Pete Kadetsky)
(Once a month Smoky and
Dave)
10:30 Smokey and Dave
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Wednesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Schmutz)
9:15 Hillbilly Music (Davenport)
9:30 Serial '
(Ann Saboj
9:45 Barry Gray Meadoughs
(Ray Meadoughs)
10:00 Bates Bobcats
10:30 Disc Jockey
(Bruce Chandler)
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Thursday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Disc
(Bridgefoxth and Chokalin)
9:30 Latin American
(Bobby Brown)
9:45 From Sept. On
(Pete Packard)
10:00 Time for Talent (Jan Collier)
10:30 Your Gal
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Friday:
9:00 News

Carnival Notice
Winter Carnival co-chairmen George Bateman and
Carol Greene have already begun work on plans for the annual between-semesters festival. They will appreciate any
suggestions as to theme and
new events to liven up the
doings.

PA Aims
(Continued from page three)
slate from these people, rather
than from the student body at
large.
A
second
thing this would
achieve wo'iltl be a modification oi
student membership, providing for
a few carry-over members each
year. In this way, the board would
not
be ••ompletely
new,
and
would have an easier time getting
started.
The third accomplishment would
be the realization of a more effective system of student salaries
whereby an equitable distribution
would be provided.
The second major aim of the
' board, and perhaps the more important, is to acquaint the entire
student body with the constitution
and functions of the P.A. Perhaps
contrary to the public opinion, the
P.A. is not a "closed corporation". The board does not wish
to appear as a small body of power
working
behind
closed
doors
Patricia added. Students are all
members, and any one who so
wishes may attend the regular
meetings.

9:05
9:15
9:30
9:45

Sports
(Craven)
Piano
(Dick Short)
Dream Time
Disc
(Judy Clark and Bob Damon)
Curtain Time
Riders to the Sea
(Kyte, Meet the Teachers
once a month)
Disc Request Show
News
Sign Off

Northeastern Game
(Continued from page seven)
attempt from the 20 was wide but
the Huskies were handed another
try when the Cats were offsides on
the play. A fourth-down pass from
a spread formation failed.

On the next sequence of plays,
Morton's quick kick went out of
hounds on the 25. Two plays later,
the visitors had another
sixpointer on a pass from Barisano
to end Fred Stoddard. Watson's
10:30
extra point try was blocked.
10:55
In the last quarter, the Hatch11:00
men finally scored to avoid a
Saturday:
shutout, at least. Harkins, who
10:00 Music
(to be arranged) sat out the middle two periods, re12:00 Sign Off
entered the contest to connect
Sunday:
with four straight passes for the
7:00 Symphony Hall
marker. With the ball on the
(to be arranged) Northeastern 30, Harkins flipped
9:00 Sign Off
a short pass to end Don Snvth who
10:00

lateraled to Barrios. Barrios cut
for the far sidelines, sidestepped a
quintet of eager tacklers and
crossed the double stripes standing
up. Bob Bean kicked his third
straight
extra
point
in
three
straight games.
Sleeper Play Misses
Five minutes later, the tedious
afternoon's doings were completed
after a Bates sleeper play just
missed going for a touchdown
when
Harkins
Overthrew
Bob
Reny deep in Husky territory.
GRID JOTS — Although standouts for the Bobcats were hard to
find, the running of Dave Higgins,
the pass-catching of Don Smith.
the line-play of Art Paton, and the
defensive work of the ever-great
Richie Raia were tops . . . Obvious prediction: Much work is in
store for the Garnet line this
week . . . Bob
Chumbook,
al-

though hobbled by a sprained righ:
ankle, got off'some booming punts
during the fray. One of his kicks
soared about 60 yards on the fly
. . . Barrios and Hamilton literally wore out shoe leather during
the game and twice play was suspended to allow them to change
footgear . . . Prof. D. Robert
Smith and the Bobcat band drew
a few needed chuckles from the
fans with a stirring medley of
well-known ditties featuring the
tuba
section . . . Al
Goddard
started rolling in the last period
and turned in several rousing
tackles . . . Northeastern's
triplethreat halfback, Ed Culverwell.
didn't play, due to an injury sustained the week before. Good
thing . . . Ralph
F r o i Q^- and
Charlie Pappas played heads-up
defensive ball on several attempted end-sweeps.

NOSE. THROAT.

?
7
and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has
reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and-throat

A group of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

pips
liMirr i •*.,„, ioi4cco

co

Buy CHESTERFIELD.Mucfi AW/der
Copyright 1952.
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